
EMBROIDERED FALL/CHRISTMAS RUNNER 
Supply List 

  
 This project is so much fun--and it goes together quickly. In class one we will stitch one of 
each block style and learn how to trim. In class two we will put the runner together, stitch the 
front to the back, and finish up with a little “in the ditch” quilting. 
 You may choose to do fall or Christmas--each is a separate design available from Sweet 
Pea (online) or you may get it from our store from Jeannie for a discounted price. 
 
Fabrics:  For each style you need three main fabrics (your choice)--one for the background of the “design” 
center squares--1/4 yard 
 --one fabric for the background of the “elbow” blocks (could be the same as above)  ½ yard 
 --one fabric for the accent triangle blocks--1/3 yard 
    For the appliqués--allow at least 1/6 yard or  fat quarter for the designs--I used a variety for the leaves and 
two for the holly designs 
 Allow about ¼ yard for the “elbow” design 
 --tiny piece for holly berries 
 **you will have extra but needed for placements 
   For the backing--1/2 yard 
   Fusible fleece--1/2 yard (optional) 
 

***IF you have a Brother Scan ‘N Cut and would like to use it for the designs, bring that to 
class #1 with some Heat & Bond Lite fusible web--I will have the files for you to use!! Bring 
mat & supplies 
 
Other supplies:  --Batting, embroidery batting or battilizer enough for 20 hoopings--depending on the hoop  
 -No-show mesh stabilizer--enough for 20 hoopings 
 -Fusible Web for leaves and berries  
 -Embroidery threads for co-ordinate with fabrics 
 -Embroidery bobbin 
 -Good scissors for trimming close to stitching 
 -Rotary cutter and ruler 
--Embroidery machine with power cord 
--Embroidery hoop--5” minimum width --I USED A 6” SQUARE FOR 
THE 6” DESIGN 
--USB for design transfer  
--**optional “Trimmer by George” by Hoopsisters  
 
For class #2 you will need the “sewing” machine with power cord  
and foot control and walking foot--plus neutral quilting thread and  
monofilament thread 
 
If possible--take a look at the samples at the store!  


